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REVIEW

State-of-the-art behavioral and pharmacological treatments for alcohol use
disorder
Lara A. Ray Ph.D.a,b, Spencer Bujarski Ph.D.a, Erica Grodin Ph.D.a, Emily Hartwell Ph.D.a, ReJoyce Green M.A.a,
Alexandra Venegas B.S.a, Aaron C. Lim M.A. a, Artha Gillis M.Db, and Karen Miotto M.Db

aDepartment of Psychology, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA; bDepartment of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences, UCLA
School of Medicine University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA

ABSTRACT
Background: Alcohol use disorder (AUD) and its associated consequences remain significant public
health concerns. Given that AUD represents a spectrum of severity, treatment options represent a
continuum of care, ranging from single-session brief interventions to more intensive, prolonged,
and specialized treatment modalities. Objective: This qualitative literature review seeks to describe
the best practices for AUD by placing a particular emphasis on identifying those practices which
have received the most empirical support. Method: This review summarizes psychological and
pharmacological intervention options for AUD treatment, with a focus on the relapse prevention
phase of recovery. Psychological and pharmacological treatments are summarized in terms of the
empirical evidence favoring each approach and the level of AUD severity for which they are most
indicated. Scientific significance: One of the broad assertions from this review is that while AUD is
highly prevalent, seeking treatment for AUD is not. There are a myriad of behavioral and pharma-
cological treatments that have shown compelling evidence of efficacy for the treatment of AUD. In
the behavioral treatment literature, cognitive behavioral therapy has received the most consistent
support. Opioid antagonism (via naltrexone) has been the most widely studied pharmacotherapy
and has producedmoderate effect sizes. While none of the treatments reviewed herein represents a
so-called silver bullet for AUD, they each have the potential to significantly improve the odds of
recovery. Precision medicine, or the identification of best treatment matches for individual patients,
looms as an important overarching goal for the field, although specific matches are not yet
sufficiently reliable in their empirical evidence to warrant clinical dissemination.
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Introduction

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is a chronic, relapsing
condition, characterized by continued use despite
harmful medical, psychological, and social conse-
quences. AUD and its associated consequences remain
significant public health problems, as alcohol misuse
was deemed the fifth largest risk factor for premature
death and disability in 2010. Further, 3.3 million deaths
(5.9% of all deaths) and 5.1% of the burden of disease
and injury worldwide were attributable to alcohol con-
sumption in 2012. More recently, it has been estimated
that alcohol use and misuse contributed to over 200
diseases and injury-related health conditions, including
liver cirrhosis, cancers, and injuries (1).

Recent findings from the National Epidemiological
Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions III
(NESARC-III) conducted between 2012 and 2013 by the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA) (2) indicated that the prevalence of DSM-5

12-month and lifetime AUD in the general population
of adults in the United States was 13.9% and 29.1%,
respectively. Stratifying by severity, 12-month prevalence
of AUD was estimated to be 7.3% for mild AUD, 3.2% for
moderate AUD, and 3.4% for severe AUD. For lifetime
AUD, these rates are 8.6%, 6.6%, and 13.9%, respectively,
which represents a marked increase in disease severity
rates from that of 12-month AUD. Mean age of AUD
onset was 26.2 years. Age of onset seems to decrease with
severity, with the age of onset approximating 30.1 years
for mild AUD and 23.9 years for severe AUD (2), poten-
tially reflecting subtypes of AUD with an early onset of
AUD indicating more chronic symptoms and a biological
predisposition to AUD.

Results from NESARC-III compared to previous
epidemiological studies of AUD show a marked
increase in prevalence of AUD since 2002. Previous
NESARC data (3), compared to the latest NESARC
results (2), suggest that both the 12-month and lifetime
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prevalence of DSM-IV AUD substantially increased
over the past decade, from 8.5% to 12.7% and from
30.3% to 43.6%, respectively. These increases may be
attributable to significant increases in high-risk drink-
ing from 2002 to 2013 (2). It is important to note a
newly documented cohort effect, in that the gender gap
between the prevalence of AUD between men and
women appears to be narrowing (4,5). Possible expla-
nations for this effect include the notion that drinking
norms may have become more liberal among women,
coupled with increased educational and occupational
opportunities (6), perhaps leading to increased alcohol
use among women (7). What is clear is that ongoing
monitoring of such cohort effects is warranted.

Overall, epidemiological studies estimate that about
44.6 million adults in the United States suffer from
AUD in a given year, and 93.4 million will suffer
from AUD in their lifetime (2). Further, it is estimated
that the economic burden of AUD treatment is $250
billion nationally (8). These figures highlight the gravity
of AUD as an important public health and economic
concern and call for an effort to develop and imple-
ment effective treatments to address AUD in the
United States.

Treatment

Although the recent increases in high-risk drinking and
AUD prevalence convey a significant public health con-
cern, treatment rates for AUD remain extremely low.
Among those with 12-month and lifetime diagnoses of
AUD, only 7.7%and 19.8%, respectively, sought treatment
(2). Of those who did seek treatment, the most commonly
accessed treatment modalities included 12-step groups,
health-care practitioners, and outpatient and inpatient
rehabilitation facilities (2). Common barriers to seeking
treatment include fears of stigmatization and beliefs that
AUD treatment is ineffective (9–11). Further, attitudinal
barriers, including the belief that an individual should be
strong enough to handle the problem without treatment,
are highly prevalent in individuals with alcohol problems
(12). It has been estimated that there is an average lag of
approximately 8 years between the age of onset and the age
at first treatment (13). Additionally, the COMBINE study,
a multisite combined medication and psychotherapy trial
conducted in the United States, reported that the gap
betweenAUDonset and treatment seeking in their sample
was about 14 years, though it is unclear if the COMBINE
participants engaged in previous treatment (14).

With this consideration, a recent study from our
group conducted a comparison of the treatment-seeking
COMBINE study sample and a sample of nontreatment-
seeking participants enrolled in behavioral

pharmacology studies for AUD. There were significant
differences in sociodemographic, personality, psycholo-
gical, and alcohol use pattern measures, and these inher-
ent inconsistencies also predicted differential clinical
outcomes. Specifically, COMBINE study treatment see-
kers tended to be older, reported more AUD symptoms,
had a longer duration of AUD symptoms, were more
likely to have a family history of AUD, and consumed
more alcohol than nontreatment seekers with a current
AUD diagnosis enrolled in behavioral pharmacology
trials. COMBINE treatment seekers also tended to be
female, less ethnically diverse (15,16), have higher num-
bers of negative social consequences, and have higher
rates of drug use and psychiatric severity (17).

In addition to differences by treatment-seeking sta-
tus, there is also a robust body of literature on natural
recovery from AUD, which is defined as successful
recovery without formal treatment. Epidemiologic
data suggest that natural recovery is not only the most
commonly reported method to mitigating AUD but
also that for a large subset of those suffering from
AUD, it is feasible to recover without formal treatment.
Two Canadian surveys showed that more than 75% of
those who recovered from an alcohol problem for a
year or more did so without formal treatment, and
more than 50% maintained recovery for over 5 years
(18). Additional findings on naturalistic recovery
uphold the notion that social support is fundamental
in recovery. Specifically, individuals with low social
support were able to reach recovery unassisted, as
long as their alcohol-related issues were mild in nature.
Further, amongst young adults who drink heavily, a
pattern of “aging out” is commonly seen (19,20). In
such cases, drinking begins in adolescence, increases
and peaks during young adulthood (early twenties),
and then decreases as the individual matures out of
heavy drinking. Conversely, those with severe alcohol
problems require greater amounts of social support in
order to reach their recovery goals (21). It is important
for clinicians to recognize that natural recovery is part
of the landscape of AUD, particularly for individuals in
the mild range of the disorder.

The focus of this qualitative review is to summarize best
practices in the treatment of AUD, including psychosocial
and pharmacological interventions with a focus on identi-
fying those treatments receiving the most empirical sup-
port. This review will address evidence-based treatment for
AUD relapse prevention, as opposed to the stabilization
and medically supervised withdrawal phase of care or non-
formal treatment interventions, such as natural recovery.
Thismanuscript intends to provide a broad overview of key
concepts in AUD treatment and to summarize evidence-
based treatments, including pharmacotherapy and
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psychotherapy modalities. The inclusion of both treatment
modalities in this review is purposeful since most reviews
tend to focus on a single approach (i.e. pharmacotherapy or
psychotherapy only).

Psychosocial treatment

Numerous psychosocial treatments for AUD exist,
although they vary in the degree to which they have
received empirical support. Next we provide a brief over-
view of psychosocial treatments for AUD that are con-
sidered evidence-based, indicating that they have been
empirically supported through randomized controlled
trials (RCTs). These treatment modalities are listed in
no particular order. Psychosocial treatments are summar-
ized in Figure 1, which encompasses a summary of our
subjective appraisal of the strength of the empirical scien-
tific evidence for each treatment as well as our recom-
mendation for their utilization relative to AUD severity.

Brief interventions (BIs) entail a succinct screening for
heavy alcohol use, negotiation of a behavioral change
plan, and encouragement of follow-up or engagement
with resources. BI is typically delivered in a single session
by a health-care professional, with no additional benefit
from sessions greater than 60 min in duration (22).
Research samples have typically been opportunistic and
meta-analyses have consistently shown a benefit in the
reduction of alcohol use (23–25). In nontreatment-

seeking heavy drinkers and in individuals with mild
AUD, BI can be a powerful tool to reduce use and should
be considered as a routine part of any interview occurring
with individuals with an alcohol or substance use disor-
der. However, BIs have been found to be ineffective in
individuals withmoderate-to-severe AUD (26) and there-
fore should not replace long-term, addiction-centered
treatment plans for those seeking treatment or for indivi-
duals with recurrent, moderate-to-severe AUD (25,27).

Motivational interviewing (MI) or motivational
enhancement therapy (MET) seeks to enhance themotiva-
tion and commitment to change. The therapist helps the
patient recognize and grapple with ambivalence between
the factors maintaining alcohol use and the problems that
are consequent to his/her alcohol use. Typically delivered
in 1–4 sessions, or in conjunction with other therapies
(28), MET is designed to meet patients at their respective
stages along the continuum of change in a collaborative,
empathetic, and nonconfrontational manner (29). Several
meta-analyses have supported the efficacy of MI and
MET, particularly in emergency departments (30) and
primary care (31) settings. There is also evidence that a
combination of MET and cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) may be effective for reducing alcohol consumption
and depression among individuals with comorbid AUD
and major depression (28).

CBTs typically begin with a functional analysis of
alcohol use, which elucidates the individual’s cycles of

Figure 1. Summary of available psychological treatments for AUD with the y-axis indicating the strength of the evidence in favor of
a particular treatment (as perceived in this qualitative review) and the x-axis indicating the recommended placement of that
treatment across the continuum of AUD severity. This figure summarizes the authors’ subjective evaluation of the scientific literature,
which has not been subjected to quantitative analyses (e.g., effect size estimations).
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thoughts, feelings, and behaviors underlying excessive
drinking. The therapist provides psychoeducation
about AUD and teaches skills to cope with cravings
and mood fluctuations. Alongside the patient, the
therapist helps to identify and plan for triggers of
alcohol-related thoughts and urges and works to
develop a relapse prevention plan (32). Numerous stu-
dies, reviews, and meta-analyses corroborate the effi-
cacy of CBT for treating AUD (33–35), although there
are larger effect sizes for other substances of abuse
compared to alcohol (34,36). CBT for AUD may also
be more effective for women than men (37). While
those findings warrant replication, CBT remains one
of the most widely studied and empirically supported
treatments for AUD.

Behavioral couples therapy (BCT) presupposes a reci-
procal relationship between substance use and relation-
ship distress. Thus, BCT treats substance use within the
dyad of the substance user and his/her partner.
Interventions typically include psychoeducation, com-
munication skills, behavioral activation to increase
positive shared activities, negotiation of sobriety con-
tracts, and relapse prevention with the goals of improv-
ing relationship functioning, mutual coping, and
decreasing use (38). BCT has been shown superior to
individual treatment in reducing negative consequences
of substances use, increasing relationship satisfaction,
and improving treatment retention for married and
cohabitating individuals with AUD (38,39). Notably,
BCT has been associated with reduced risk of domestic
violence (38). As reviewed recently by McCrady and
colleagues (40), new frontiers in BCT include adaptions
for nontraditional couples and development of flexible
technology-based models to promote dissemination.
Reinforcement-based treatments are predicated in oper-
ant conditioning theory and assume that alcohol use is
inherently rewarding. Therefore, these approaches
attempt to reduce the relative reinforcing value of alco-
hol and increase reinforcement from other nondrinking
activities. The community reinforcement approach
(CRA) aims to produce changes in both the individual’s
lifestyle and embeddedness within his/her social envir-
onment, thereby increasing healthy, pleasurable, drug-
free behaviors that are also reinforcing. For instance,
the social/recreational counseling and activity sampling
modules focus on helping the individual to initiate or
renew engagement in hobbies and social activities that
were replaced by alcohol consumption (41). Evidence
for CRA is generally favorable for AUD and can be
paired with contingency management (CM) (42). CM
programs provide incentives based upon the demon-
stration of a planned reduction or cessation behavior
(43). These approaches are shown to be efficacious in a

number of settings, across diverse populations, and
with different substances (43,44). Within alcohol
users, CM has been found to be efficacious in reducing
drinking in nontreatment-seeking heavy drinkers (45)
and in individuals with AUD with co-occurring mental
illness (46). Limitations of this approach include the
high cost and concern that treatment effects progres-
sively degrade once reinforcements are no longer in
place (43).

Classical conditioning therapies include cue-exposure
therapy (CET) and aversion therapy. CET involves
repeated exposure to alcohol-related stimuli, without
the reinforcement of alcohol consumption, to produce
a decrease in alcohol craving and an increase in self-
efficacy for coping with urges and high-risk situations
(47). CET has received some empirical support from a
number of studies, including a comparison to CBT
(48,49), in conjunction with pharmacotherapies (50),
and in fMRI work (51). Despite the theory-driven
approach of CET, data have been mixed. One study
did not show that CET yielded additional benefits
beyond CBT alone (52). Two meta-analyses have
respectively found the overall effect size of CET to be
small (d < 0.10) (47) and that CET has little to no
impact on drinking outcomes (53). Novel approaches
for the delivery of CET are currently under investiga-
tion, specifically via smartphone applications (54).
Aversion therapy involves repeated pairings of alcohol
with an unpleasant stimulus, such as an electric shock
or chemical emetic, to target unconscious memory
associations involving alcohol craving. While there is
initial evidence that aversion therapy results in
improved abstinence rates (55), it has not been widely
studied, potentially due to ethical concerns regarding
this approach.

Twelve-step therapies (TST) include Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) and 12-step facilitation (TSF) which
are rooted in the AA tradition. TSF is an individual
therapy delivered in 12 weekly sessions that facilitate
involvement in AA through understanding, acceptance,
and engagement (56). TST represent a widely available,
free resource for individuals with alcohol problems
which espouses the goal of long-term, complete absti-
nence. Thus, according to the TST program, psycholo-
gical well-being, ability to cope, and adaptation to a
sober lifestyle are foundational elements of recovery.
Experimental research assessing efficacy of AA has
evolved over the years (57). An early review of AA
found that these programs elicited small reductions in
alcohol use consistent with other behavioral treatments
(58). Subsequent meta-analyses noted that AA evalua-
tion studies exhibit significant heterogeneity in out-
comes, were likely underpowered to detect effects, and
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were confounded by participant selection bias (59,60).
More recent meta-analyses including controlled studies
have found either mixed results or inconclusive find-
ings regarding the effectiveness of AA in reducing
alcohol consumption (57,61). There is some evidence,
however, that increased AA attendance among adoles-
cents with substance use disorders strengthens the ben-
efits of existing community outpatient treatments (62).
Strengths of TST include the length of treatment, cost,
ease, social support, and self-regulated exposure to
common therapeutic components (63). Given the
accessibility of TST and the evidence for its efficacy,
we encourage clinicians to support their patients in
seeking a TST group that is a good fit for them.

Mindfulness-based therapies are based in Buddhist
traditions regarding meditation and mindfulness prac-
tice. Promoted concepts include awareness of the “here
and now” and nonjudgmental stances toward one’s
current state, emotional and otherwise. In AUD treat-
ment, mindfulness is used to cope with urges, such as
cravings, and to prevent relapse. Specifically,
Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention (MBRP) (64)
aims to increase awareness of triggers, habitual beha-
vioral patterns and reactions, and the automatic
responses to these discomforts in order to modify
response (65). MBRP has shown initial efficacy at redu-
cing substance use and craving (66,67). A meta-analysis
of 42 studies published in 2017 found that MBRP had
significant effects on the reduction of craving, reducing
substance misuse, and lessening stress levels (68). Based
on the literature thus far, we encourage clinicians to
consider mindfulness-based interventions in their prac-
tice with individuals with AUD.

Technology-based interventions are an emerging
treatment approach which utilize web- and telephone-
based technology. Technology-based interventions lar-
gely translate evidence-based, in-person treatments,
such as CBT or MET, into web-based formats. Initial
evidence indicates that technology-based interventions
have promise to treat individuals with a lower severity
of alcohol problems (69,70) and for individuals who
may not seek face-to-face treatment (71). However,
efficacy testing for these novel approaches has been
variable and many available studies pertain only to
college-student populations (72–74). Web-based inter-
ventions have also been used as an add-on support to
in-person treatment. A recent RCT found that the
addition of a web-based intervention focused on skills
for achieving and maintaining abstinence resulted in an
increase in abstinence compared to treatment as usual
(75). This effect was more pronounced in individuals
with a positive breath alcohol at study entry (75). A
recent NIAAA study compared a computer-based

delivery platform, Take Control, to traditional thera-
pist-delivered interventions (76).

Take Control is a seven module intervention rooted
in principles of psychoeducation, skill building, goal
setting, and AUD treatment education. Devine and
colleagues (76) found that Take Control was compar-
able to therapist-delivered intervention on participant
retention and medication adherence, indicating that
such technology-based interventions may be a viable,
cost-effective alternative to traditional face-to-face
interventions. Such technology-based interventions
have a host of potential benefits, including reduction
of therapist bias in RCTs, decreased cost (76), and the
ability to reach historically underserved populations,
including women, younger individuals, and other at-
risk populations. Thus, we recommend that clinicians
become familiar with the latest developments in evi-
dence-based applications of psychological principles to
AUD treatment through mobile technology and com-
puterized interventions. These resources, much like
TST, represent highly accessible options to patients
with AUD and, as such, deserve careful consideration
in order to broaden the scope and accessibility of care.

Summary of psychosocial treatments: In summary,
the psychosocial treatment modalities described above
show, at least, some degree of empirical support for the
treatment of AUD. However, no single treatment has
surpassed all others at treating this complex disorder
(77). Psychosocial treatments may be optimally effec-
tive when combined with another psychosocial modal-
ity and/or with pharmacotherapy in the form of
medication-assisted treatment. Several studies have
examined the effectiveness of several psychosocial treat-
ments. For example, Project MATCH (78,79) compared
the efficacy of CBT, TSF, and MET. This study enrolled
outpatients and aftercare patients recently discharged
from private, public, and Department of Veterans
Affairs inpatient alcohol treatment facilities. Patients’
alcohol use was measured at 1 and 3 years posttreat-
ment. At 1 year follow-up, TSF appeared to slightly
outperform the other two modalities, but this difference
dissipated at the 3 year follow-up. The overall absti-
nence rate across conditions was approximately 30% at
1 year follow-up, although patients in aftercare had
higher rates of abstinence compared to the outpatients,
35% versus 20%, respectively (79). Of potential mod-
erators of response, only pretreatment anger level and
severity of alcohol dependence predicted positive treat-
ment outcome to MET and TSF, respectively (78). The
COMBINE study analyzed the role of drinking goals on
drinking outcomes. Individuals with the goal of com-
plete abstinence had the highest abstinence rates,
whereas individuals with the goal of controlled
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drinking had the fewest drinks per drinking day (80).
Additional research is needed to identify the clinical
characteristics and moderators that will make treat-
ments more efficacious for subgroups of individuals
with AUD.

Pharmacological treatment

Pharmacotherapy for AUD is used less often than psy-
chosocial interventions. Aside from medically super-
vised withdrawal treatment, when pharmacological
agents are often used to manage alcohol withdrawal
symptoms, few community programs combine phar-
macotherapy and psychosocial interventions to treat
AUD. The use of pharmacotherapy to treat AUD has
been limited, in part due to lack of awareness of med-
ications, limited marketing efforts, shortage of physi-
cians trained in addiction treatment, patient refusal to
take medication, and perceptions of lack of efficacy.
This section of the review will discuss medications for
the relapse prevention phase of AUD treatment,
divided into Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-
approved medications and off-label pharmacotherapies
(Figure 2). These pharmacotherapies are listed in no
particular order and are further summarized in
Figure 2, which provides a visual representation of

our subjective appraisal of the strength of the empirical
scientific evidence for each treatment as well as our
recommendation for their utilization relative to AUD
severity.

FDA-approved medications

The only pharmacotherapies currently approved by the
FDA for the treatment of AUD are disulfiram
(Antabuse), acamprosate, oral naltrexone, and
extended-release injectable naltrexone (Vivitrol)
(81–83).

Naltrexone is the most studied of the FDA-approved
medications. Naltrexone is an opioid antagonist, with
the highest affinity for the mu-opioid receptor. The
neurobiological basis for the use of naltrexone stems
from the neurocircuitry through which alcohol exerts
its effects (84,85). Alcohol increases release of endogen-
ous opioids in the mesolimbic dopamine system con-
tributing to the pleasurable effects of alcohol (84,85),
thus an opioid antagonist is proposed to block these
reinforcing effects. Oral naltrexone was approved by
the FDA in 1994 after initial trials suggested that nal-
trexone resulted in significantly fewer drinking days
and lower rates of relapse, defined as drinking five or
more drinks on an occasion for men or four or more

Figure 2. Summary of available pharmacological treatments for AUD with the y-axis indicating the strength of the evidence in favor
of a particular treatment (as perceived in this qualitative review) and the x-axis indicating the recommended placement of that
treatment across the continuum of AUD severity. Pharmacotherapies are divided into FDA-approved and off-label treatments. This
figure summarizes the authors’ subjective evaluation of the scientific literature, which has not been subjected to quantitative
analyses (e.g., effect size estimations).
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drinks on an occasion for women (23% relapse rate for
naltrexone vs. 54% relapse rate for placebo) following
3 months of treatment (86,87). These initial results have
been largely supported by more recent trials of naltrex-
one that have generally demonstrated that naltrexone
reduces the subjective pleasurable effects of alcohol
(88,89), craving for alcohol (90,91), drinks per drinking
day (92), rates of relapse (93,94), and time to first
relapse (95,96). However, the support for naltrexone is
not uniform. A few trials, including a large multisite
trial, have reported no significant outcome differences
between naltrexone and placebo-treated patients (97–
99). Moreover, the effect sizes of previous findings are
often modest even when they reach statistical signifi-
cance. Extended-release injectable naltrexone was
developed to address poor medication adherence with
oral naltrexone (100). A multisite trial of long-acting
naltrexone identified significant reductions in the num-
ber of heavy drinking days over a period of 6 months
compared to placebo (101); however, this effect was
only significant for men (101). Improvements in drink-
ing outcomes were greater in individuals who were
abstinent for at least 4 days prior to randomization
(101,102). In sum, studies of naltrexone suggest only a
moderate effect on the reduction of alcohol use.

Acamprosate was approved by the FDA in 2004.
While the specific mechanisms of action for acampro-
sate are still under investigation, recent studies suggest
that acamprosate interacts with the glutamatergic sys-
tem, acting as a partial co-agonist at the N-methyl-D-
aspartic acid (NMDA) receptor (103). Additionally,
acamprosate results in the release of taurine, which is
an inhibitory neuromodulator. Acamprosate’s actions
on NMDA receptors and taurine may attenuate neuro-
nal hyperexcitability, which occurs during acute alcohol
withdrawal and abstinence. Thus, acamprosate is pro-
posed to be more effective in achieving and maintain-
ing abstinence, as opposed to preventing relapse if
drinking occurs (104). This effect was supported in a
recent review demonstrating reduced risk of returning
to any drinking, as well as fewer drinking days (105).
Acamprosate is thought to have neuroprotective effects
(106,107), which may be particularly important in AUD
treatment considering neuronal changes that may occur
following chronic alcohol abuse (108,109).

Disulfiram was the first medication approved for the
treatment of AUD in 1951. Disulfiram is an aldehyde
dehydrogenase inhibitor that exerts its clinical effect by
blocking the metabolism of alcohol, which produces an
aversive unpleasant response after alcohol intake that
results in severe nausea and vomiting (110). Disulfiram
has demonstrated mixed clinical efficacy, largely due to
poor adherence (111,112); however, a recent meta-

analysis reported a significant effect of disulfiram in
open-label trials (113). Supervised administration of
disulfiram has been suggested to still have a role in
AUD treatment if an individual is having difficulty
attaining sobriety (114); however, compliance and med-
ical management (MM) issues, including the risk for
severe medical complications when the medication is
combined with alcohol, limit the widespread utilization
of disulfiram in clinical practice for AUD.

Comparing naltrexone and acamprosate. There have
been four double-blind, placebo-controlled trials com-
paring naltrexone and acamprosate (115). The first
trial, a single-center study, was conducted in Germany
and randomized patients to receive naltrexone, acam-
prosate, a combination of naltrexone and acamprosate,
or placebo for 12 weeks (95). Results from this study
indicated that naltrexone, acamprosate, and their com-
bination were more effective than placebo. Moreover,
this study found that the combination of medications
was more effective than acamprosate alone, but not
naltrexone alone. In the second trial, the COMBINE
study, patients were randomized to naltrexone, acam-
prosate, or placebo in combination with a behavioral
intervention (combine behavioral intervention; CBI) or
MM, using a multifactorial research design (116,117).
Results from the COMBINE study found that patients
receivingMM with naltrexone, CBI, or both fared better
on drinking outcomes, whereas acamprosate showed
no evidence of efficacy, with or without CBI. No com-
bination of medications produced better efficacy than
naltrexone or CBI alone in the presence of medical
management (118). The third study was a multicenter
trial conducted in Australia (115); patients were rando-
mized to receive naltrexone, acamprosate, or placebo
for 12 weeks. This study did not find an effect of
naltrexone or acamprosate compared to placebo.
However, this study did find that naltrexone appeared
to be an effective treatment in patients with no depres-
sion. The fourth trial, called the PREDICT study, was
conducted in Germany and was designed to match the
protocol of the COMBINE study (14). The PREDICT
study did not find significant differences between nal-
trexone or acamprosate and placebo.

Both the COMBINE and PREDICT studies explored
a precision medicine approach. Specifically, the
COMBINE study examined whether a single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) in the mu opioid receptor
(OPRM1) gene, the Asn40Asp SNP, predicted clinical
response to naltrexone, an opioid antagonist. Results
indicated that if treated with MM alone and naltrexone,
87.1% of Asp40 carriers had a good clinical outcome,
compared with only 54.8% of individuals with the
Asn40/Asn40 genotype, while, if treated with placebo,
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48.6% of Asp40 carriers and 54.0% of individuals with
the Asn40/Asn40 genotype had a good clinical outcome
(119). However, a more recent RCT of naltrexone pro-
spectively genotyped participants for the OPRM1
Asn40Asp SNP and did not find evidence for a geno-
type × treatment interaction (120), indicating that the
Asn40Asp polymorphism may not be an effective bio-
marker for naltrexone efficacy. The PREDICT study
examined if reward and relief drinking phenotypes
moderated treatment response (121). This subgroup
analysis found a significant interaction between the
reward subgroup and naltrexone, such that in the
reward drinkers, naltrexone predicted an 83%
decreased likelihood of any heavy drinking, compared
to placebo. Further, the PREDICT study investigated if
patients’ pretreatment neural response to alcohol cues
moderated medication efficacy (122). They reported an
interaction between pretreatment brain activation to
alcohol cues and medication on time to relapse, such
that in individuals with high reactivity to alcohol cues,
the risk of relapse was lower in patients assigned to
naltrexone compared to those assigned to acamprosate.
In sum, these results show the promise of a precision
medicine approach to improving treatment response.

Promising off-label medications

Numerous promising pharmacotherapies have been
examined as possible treatments for AUD. In fact, in
2007, the NIAAA established the Clinical Investigations
Group (NCIG) as a formalized effort to support Phase
II clinical trials of promising medications. To date,
NCIG has completed six Phase II multisite, placebo-
controlled, randomized trials. Next, we review several
pharmacotherapies recently tested off-label for the
treatment of AUD.

Nalmefene is a mu- and delta-opioid antagonist and
a partial kappa-opioid receptor agonist that is approved
for the treatment of AUD in Europe. Notably, nalme-
fene is the only pharmacological treatment approved
for the reduction of alcohol consumption, rather than
abstinence. Initial results have supported the efficacy
for nalmefene to prevent relapse to heavy drinking in
comparison to placebo (123,124), although some stu-
dies have been null (125). A recent meta-analysis of
seven placebo-controlled studies found that nalmefene
is effective at reducing heavy drinking days and total
alcohol consumption (126).

Varenicline is a partial α4β2 nicotinic agonist and
full α7 agonist that is currently FDA approved for the
treatment of nicotine dependence. Varenicline was
examined as part of the NCIG initiative (127) and
found to significantly reduce weekly percent heavy

drinking days, drinks per day, drinks per drinking
day, as well as alcohol craving. Varenicline was also
well tolerated suggesting that it may serve as a promis-
ing option for AUD treatment. Moderator analyses
indicated that varenicline was more efficacious in redu-
cing drinking in smokers who also reduced their cigar-
ette smoking (128). Recent studies investigating
varencline’s efficacy in heavy drinking smokers have
supported this finding (129,130). New findings indicate
that varenicline’s may be more effective as an AUD
treatment in men, as varenicline combined with med-
ication management decreased heavy drinking only in
men but improved smoking abstinence in both men
and women (131). This medication may be especially
relevant to smokers, given epidemiological estimates
that 20–25% of current smokers are heavy drin-
kers (132).

Anticonvulsants are another class of medications that
has been examined for the treatment of AUD.
Gabapentin is thought to modulate GABA activity by
indirectly interacting with voltage-gated calcium chan-
nels (133). A recent 12-week clinical trial revealed that
gabapentin significantly improved rates of heavy drink-
ing and abstinence and was well tolerated with no
serious adverse events (134). Additional single-site
RCTs have demonstrated initial efficacy for gabapentin
to reduce drinking outcomes (135,136), and in combi-
nation with naltrexone produced superior effects com-
pared to naltrexone alone (137). A Cochrane Review
found gabapentin to significantly reduce rates of heavy
drinking but reported no effects on attenuating alcohol
craving (138). It should be noted that gabapentin does
carry the potential for misuse and abuse, particularly in
individuals with opioid use disorders (139); therefore,
careful consideration should be given before recom-
mending gabapentin to individuals with comorbid sub-
stance use disorder.

Another promising anticonvulsant medication is
topiramate. While the precise mechanisms of action
remain unclear, topiramate is thought to reduce neu-
ronal excitability through inhibition at glutamate
AMPA/kainate receptors and L-type calcium channels.
This could conceivably attenuate behavioral symptoms
of protracted withdrawal from alcohol. Topiramate
facilitates brain GABA function and may even increase
GABA levels. Both of these effects (i.e. glutamate block-
ade, GABA facilitation) can in turn reduce or inhibit
mesolimbic DA activity. It has been suggested that
topiramate may indirectly influence midbrain dopami-
nergic activity, thereby reducing craving (140). A trial
found that topiramate reduced drinking and alcohol
craving over a 12-week treatment period (140). A lar-
ger, multisite trial of topiramate similarly found a
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reduction in the percentage of heavy drinking days and
improved self-report drinking outcomes during the 14-
week treatment period (141). A more recent trial found
topiramate to reduce drinks per day, percent days
drinking, and percent days heavy drinking (142). Side
effects of topiramate include cognitive impairment,
such as slight reductions in verbal fluency and working
memory (142). A recent review concluded that topir-
amate demonstrates clinical efficacy in various drinking
outcomes; however, longer term trials of topiramate are
warranted to further establish the optimal treatment
dose, duration, and tolerability (143).

Lastly, zonisamide, an FDA-approved adjunct treat-
ment for partial seizures, is a new generation of antic-
onvulsant with several molecular actions in the brain,
including enhancing GABA function. Zonisamide has
shown initial efficacy in reducing number of heavy
drinking day and drinks per week (144), as well as
reducing urge to drink (145). A recent trial examining
the efficacy of three anticonvulsants found that zonisa-
mide and topiramate reduced the number of drinks per
drinking day, number of drinking days, and number of
heavy drinking days, compared to placebo (142).
However, both zonisamide and topiramate produce
cognitive side effects, which should be monitored dur-
ing treatment.

Baclofen is a GABAB agonist that is currently FDA
approved for muscle spasticity. While preclinical trials
have shown reduced alcohol intake, clinical trials have
produced mixed results (146–148). A recent meta-ana-
lysis found that while baclofen is associated with higher
rates of abstinence than placebo, it did not increase
number of days abstinent or decrease heavy drinking,
craving, anxiety, or depression (149).

Ondansetron is a 5-HT3 antagonist that is FDA
approved to treat nausea and vomiting. Ondansetron
has demonstrated effectiveness, relative to placebo, in
the reduction of drinking among individuals with early
onset AUD (150). Although the mechanism of action is
unclear, it has been speculated that ondansetron might
address the serotonergic dysfunction thought to char-
acterize early onset AUD (150,151) and that it might
reduce craving for alcohol through the influence of 5-
HT3 projections to mesolimbic dopaminergic connec-
tions in the midbrain (150,151).

ABT-436 is a novel arginine vasopressin V1B recep-
tor antagonist that has shown some efficacy in treating
AUD. Vasopressin receptors have a regulatory role
during alcohol consumption, as well in stress and anxi-
ety (152). Animal studies have suggested that blocking
V1B receptors results in decreased alcohol consump-
tion (153,154). A recent multisite clinical trial found
that ABT-436 increased the percent days abstinent

compared with placebo (155). The trial also found
that patients receiving ABT-436 had a lower percentage
of heavy drinking days compared to placebo; however,
this difference was not statistically significant. Further,
a moderator analysis found that individuals with higher
baseline levels of stress had a lower percentage of heavy
drinking days on ABT-436 compared to placebo (133).
ABT-436 appears to exert some selective effects on
specific drinking outcomes and for a subset of
individuals.

Off-label medications with poor efficacy

In addition to the promising medications reviewed
above, a series of pharmacotherapies have been tested
with results suggesting poor efficacy, despite initial
promising findings.

(1) Quetiapine, an atypical antipsychotic, is often
used in treating psychiatric disorders, such as
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major
depression. Quetiapine blocks multiple dopa-
mine and serotonin receptors. Quetiapine
showed initial efficacy in heavy drinkers (156–
158). However, an examination of Quetiapine as
part of the NCIG trials found no benefit of que-
tiapine on percent of heavy drinking days, per-
cent days abstinent, drinks per day, or percent
heavy drinking days (159). However, quetiapine
improved sleep and decreased depressive symp-
toms in comparison to placebo. Another study
examined quetiapine’s efficacy in reducing alco-
hol consumption in individuals with bipolar dis-
order and comorbid AUD and did not find an
effect of quetiapine in reducing drinks per day or
on other alcohol measures (160).

(2) Levetiracetam is a FDA-approved anticonvul-
sant, which has shown poor efficacy as a treat-
ment for AUD despite early promising results.
Levetiracetam initially showed promise in lim-
iting harmful drinking in both animal models
(161) and reducing alcohol withdrawal symp-
toms in a clinical sample (162). When exam-
ined in NCIG, Levetiracetam was no different
than placebo on primary and secondary drink-
ing outcome measures (163). Levetiracetam
was compared to other anticonvulsants (topir-
amate and zonisamide) and found to be less
efficacious for AUD than the others (142).

(3) Selective-serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)
are FDA-approved medications for the treat-
ment of mood and anxiety disorders. The effi-
cacy of SSRIs in reducing drinking has been
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modest (164,165), although it has been sug-
gested that they may work better in certain
subgroups, including alcoholic type (Type A,
low-risk/severity subtype characterized by
later onset of problem drinking, less severe
dependence, and better treatment response vs.
Type B, high-risk/severity subtype character-
ized by familial risk factors, early onset of alco-
hol problems, and poor treatment prognosis)
(166,167) and in those with genetic poly-
morphisms in the SLC6A4 gene (168). SSRIs
reduced depressive symptoms in depressed
individuals with AUD to the same degree as
depressed individuals without an AUD (169),
indicating that these medications can be used
in combination with more efficacious AUD
treatments to address comorbid presentations.

Summary of Pharmacological Treatments: In summary,
RCTs have provided sufficient evidence of the efficacy,
albeit modest, for acamprosate, oral naltrexone, and
Vivitrol for AUD treatment (97,170–172). Of the NCIG
trials conducted to date, varenicline appears to be the
most promising off-label medication in development for
AUD (127). In addition, there are a number of opportu-
nities for research in the field of pharmacotherapies for
AUD, including the need to identify psychosocial predic-
tors of medication compliance and efficacy (97), expand
our knowledge of dosing issues (173), improve the dis-
semination of research findings to clinicians in the field
(174), examine the combined effects of psychosocial and
pharmacotherapy treatments (175), and study the role of
genetic factors as predictors of response to pharma-
cotherapies (176). Perhaps most importantly, there is a
strong recommendation that novel targets and novel
compounds be screened for efficacy for AUD treatment
(177,178), given the recognition that repurposing psy-
chiatric medications for AUD treatment has been met
with limited success. Thus, we anticipate that future
AUD clinical trials will branch toward novel compounds
and targets that can more effectively mitigate the neuro-
toxic effects of alcohol and ameliorate alcohol-induced
neuroadaptations.

Conclusions

AUD has multifaceted etiology, maintenance, and relapse
processes. Research reviewed in this article underscores
the complex nature of AUD and its treatment. One of the
broad assertions from the work reviewed herein is that
while AUD is highly prevalent, with rates of 13.9% and
29.1% of adults in the US meeting criteria for 12-month
and lifetime diagnoses of AUD, seeking treatment for

AUD is not, as only 7.7% and 19.8% of individuals with
current and lifetime diagnoses sought treatment (2).
There is substantial naturalistic recovery and brief inter-
vention may be able to catalyze recovery in mild cases, yet
the vast majority of individuals with moderate-to-severe
AUD will require specialized treatment to overcome this
disorder. To that end, identifying treatments that are
evidence-based is a rather challenging task. To mitigate
this concern, NIAAA has launched a new initiative called
NIAAA Alcohol Treatment Navigator (https://alcohol
treatment.niaaa.nih.gov/), with the overarching goal of
helping patients and families identify evidence-based
care for AUD. We encourage providers to become famil-
iar with the resources in the NIAAA Alcohol Treatment
Navigator and to consider using it in their practice.
Furthermore, future research should focus on the identi-
fication of barriers to effectively implement these evi-
dence-based treatments in the community. This article
sought to review the literature on evidence-based care for
AUD at the level of psychosocial and pharmacological
interventions. There are a myriad of behavioral and phar-
macological treatments that have shown compelling evi-
dence of efficacy for the treatment of AUD.While none of
those treatments represents a so-called silver bullet for
AUD, they each have the potential to significantly
improve the odds of AUD recovery. While beyond the
scope of this review, there are significant barriers to the
utilization (or “uptake”) of treatments in real-world treat-
ment settings which also require careful consideration.

Precisionmedicine, or identification of best treatment
matches for individual patients, looms as an important
overarching goal for the field, but specific matches are
not yet reliable in their research evidence to warrant
clinical dissemination. Nonetheless, there is a strong
recognition among providers and patients alike that
“more is better” and that giving patients access to multi-
ple evidence-based resources for behavioral and pharma-
cological treatment of AUD is likely to improve each
individual’s chances of sustained recovery from AUD.
As the field of AUD treatment moves toward the devel-
opment of novel pharmacotherapies and the adaptation
of behavioral therapies to the high-technology environ-
ment we live in, we are reminded that decades of research
have resulted in the currently available treatments that
are evidence-based. As such, each individual patient is
entitled to receive those treatments as he/she embarks on
his/her recovery from AUD.
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